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F5B and F5D World Championships 2004
August 6 - 15, The Knavesmire, York, UK
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Peak Charge

2nd Saturday
11:00 AM
November 13

3rd Sunday
9:00 AM
November 21

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Aerospace Museum
Balboa Park
4th Tuesday
7:00 PM,Oct 26

Saturday
following Meeting
9:00 AM
October 30
Peak Charge
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Board of Directors
2004 Officers

President
619-865-5929

David Pitcairn
dtpitcairn@aol.com

Vice President
858-487-6940

Michael Blott
mblott@san.rr.com

Treasurer
858-674-1378

Michael Neale
michaelwneale@earthlink.net

At Large
858-274-7322

Chuck Grim
chuckgrim@mac.com

Safety
619-284-0816

Steve Neu
SNEU@aol.com

At Large
760-583-1926

David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

At Large
619-427-6392

Tim Attaway
trattaway@cox.net

Mission Statement
The objective of the Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego is
to promote and further the technology of electric powered R/C
aeromodeling; encourage competition in Electric Soaring, Pylon
Racing, FAI-F5B/D, Scale, Old Timer, and Pattern Electric
categories by hosting major Industry-sponsored events and
sanctioning “Fun-Fly” types of contests; provide forums for the
exchange of technical information, instruction and experience;
and participate in demonstrations of electric propulsion in areawide model aviation events.
AMA Charter Club 3078
web site: http://sefsd.org/

This Month’s Program
By Doug Rubin

Committees
David Fee
davidfee@cox.net

Secretary
760-583-1926
Membership
858-792-5906

Pandi Bala
pandi@san.rr.com

Editor
760-967-7259

Bill Fee
dwfee@cox.net
Uranna Greene
ugreene@san.rr.com

Video Librarian
858-453-4249
Raffle
760-753-1055

Bill Everitt
Billeveritt@cs.com

Flight Insructor
858-272-6882

Pedro Brantuas
pedro@san.rr.com

Guest speaker is to be Mike Lee, Soaring column editor for
R/C Modeler magazine. His topic will be “Taking Realistic
Pictures.” Mike is also the current president of the SC2
organization. Big raffle prizes! Please bring a friend.

Editor’s Note:
This is a real opportunity for you and for me to learn something
about how to get the kind of shot you always liked but were
never able to duplicate. Equipment can make a difference, but
it’s the person behind the lens who composes and captures the
image.

Field

Aerospace Museum
Monthly Meeting site

❋

I’m certain that this presentation will result in more and
better images in Peak
Charge.

Member Classifieds
With today’s digital technology it’s easy to write an
illustrated article, but if you
are still shooting with film and
don’t have a scanner, I’ll take
care of those details for you.

Flying Field GPS Coordinates

Latitude 32.7625480 Longitude 1721415

Zip Code 92109
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Your input is needed.
Peak Charge

Limited to 100 words or 10 lines of 12 point
type, INCLUDING SUBJECT, NAME AND
ADDRESS, PHONE NUMBER AND/OR E-MAIL
ADDRESS.
Copy must be received by the 2nd weekend of the
month for inclusion. The advertisement will be
repeated in three consecutive issues, unless the
Editor is informed otherwise.
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Complete new kits, unopened except to inspect the
contents: contact Bill Fee, phone (760) 967-7259,
or dwfee@cox.net.
Astro Challenger - Astro Flight
Eclipse - Airtronics
Prairie Bird 50” - Peck Polymer
Astro Challenger - Astro Flight
Curtis Robin - 41” - Flyline Models
Super Sinbad 62” (RC glider) - Sig
“Lil Whistler” - by Larry Jolly
Peak Charge
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The President’s Message

This is what goes on underneath the showroom floor - people behind the scenes getting things done - how about you?

The elections are upon us again. While you are
deciding who should be running our great country, please
take a moment to think about who should run our great
club. As president of the SEFSD for the past two years, I
am no longer eligible to be president, so I am very
interested to see who will get the privilege of being the
next president. Please come to the October meeting
prepared to nominate someone you think should be one
of the officers of the club. A lot of you have great ideas,
and now is your chance to see them realized.
Nominations will be taken at the October meeting or by
emailing me at dtpitcairn@aol.com; the elections will be
at the November meeting.

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Last month I mentioned show and tell but neglected to
mention prizes. A lot of members may not know this, but
if you bring an airplane or related item and present it
during the show and tell session, you will receive one
free raffle ticket from our gracious Raffle Master Bill
Everitt.

very nice map and done all the paperwork to get a permit
for event. Thank you, Ray! Michael Neale has done all
the paperwork to get non-profit status for the club, and
we are hoping the government does their part semiquickly. Thank you, Michael! Doug Rubin has been
going out of his way lately to coordinate a number of
different things including lining up Sponsors, Vendors,
and advertising, in addition to non-MWE activities such
as the Christmas party venue and setting up the
entertainment for the October meeting. Thank you, Doug!
The October meeting will be interesting to all those who
take pictures of airplanes (most of us!). Mike Lee,
Soaring column editor for R/C Modeler magazine, will
be giving a talk about how to take great pictures of model
aircraft!
Happy flying,
David

MWE 2005 is moving along nicely. Jack Hix made a
great logo that will grace the T-shirts and all the
advertising. Thank you, Jack! Ray Fulks has drawn up a

Show and Tell

Board Meeting?

Peak Charge
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Weight And Balance for R/C Model Aircraft
Part 1 of 2

By Steve Manganelli
Got Spreadsheet and a gram scale? If you do, along with
a home computer, you can take advantage of a very simple way
to maintain the correct center of gravity of an unusual model
aircraft configuration. Notice I say maintain not calculate the
position. You need to know the ultimate desired final position
of the C.G. in advance, either from the plans, or from other
calculations. What you may not know is where to place the
batteries and other discretionary items to arrive at the desired
C.G. location. Guessing can lead to problems, like having the
batteries and the motor end up in the same place or having the
batteries end up where there is insufficient structural support for
them. The wrong time to find out is at the field!

to end up from the plans/directions and we have a rough idea of
what motor we want and maybe are a little vague on batteries:
Nicads? NIMH? Lipolys? Begin by marking the model’s center
of gravity on the fuselage. Then try to support it there with a
round dowel or ball point pen: tail heavy, isn’t it? Now slide the
fuselage (forward?) on your fulcrum until it balances. Once you
get it to balance, make a mark there and measure the distance
between the fuselage C.G. and the overall C.G. If as is most
models, the fuselage C.G. is behind the aircraft C.G., enter the
moment arm as a negative dimension in inches. Plop the
fuselage on your scale and weigh the beast. Enter the weight in
either grams or ounces, just be consistent.

The optimal time to lay out the guts of your model is
sometime between framing up and covering, although the
process can begin at any early framing stage or even in the plan/
drawing stage (see Part 2 next month). Before the model is all
built, you can consider access hatches or other access to the
batteries, suitable battery mounts and positioning of other
devices that can be optionally moved around. Examples of
things other than the flight batteries that can move about
include the receiver, servos (though access to linkages is a
consideration) and receiver battery. Things you can’t move
include horizontal and vertical stabilizers, motor, landing gear
(probably) and pretty much everything else.

Repeat the process for each and every part you can think
of that goes on the model. Parts include wing(s), prop(s),
wheels, spinner(s), horizontal and vertical tails, servos,
pushrods, motor(s), everything. For each item you need it’s
own longitudinal balance point along with it’s distance to the
model’s C.G. If possible, try the fulcrum trick on each part, then
position that part on the fuselage where it goes and measure
the distance from the part’s C.G. to the overall C.G. Again,
behind the C.G., negative moment, ahead of the C.G. positive
moment. Small items like servos, just pick the middle as the
moment arm; it’s less critical for lighter items. Lastly, enter the
weight of your intended battery pack. The final calculation is
the balancing moment arm; i.e., where the batteries go relative
to the model’s C.G. in order to achieve balance. Can they fit

The simple Engineering principle behind weight and
balance is the sum of the moments around the longitudinal
center of gravity equals 0. Where a “moment” is defined as the
product of a weight times the distance that weight lies from the
models C.G. This balance is much like a teeter-totter. I have
arbitrarily defined parts of the aircraft aft of the C.G. as having
negative moment and those ahead of the C.G. as having positive
moment. I have also defined the final output parameter as the
location of the flight batteries relative to the C.G. on the
premise that we probably don’t want to add lead to our models
to balance them!
Let’s get started. Fire up the P.C., bring up EXCEL or
your favorite spreadsheet and enter the names of the appropriate parts of your model and column headings using my sample
below. Column E, the moment, you have to enter a formula,
being the product of the QTY, Weight, and distance to the
Model’s C.G. for each component. Copy this formula down to
all the parts of your model. The sum of the entries in column E,
excluding the batteries, is the “Moment w/o batteries”. The next
entry is battery weight, and the final “answer” is the “Balancing
Moment”, the relative distance between the battery pack C.G.
and the model’s overall C.G., which is –1 times the “Moment w/
o batteries” divided by the battery weight.
Say we have a fully framed up but unassembled and
uncovered model. We know exactly where the C.G. is supposed
Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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The Aerospace Museum
Where it all happens -they often start out like
this - and end up like the beauty below: and it
still hasn’t found its way onto the showroom
floor.

there? New access hatch be required? Structural reinforcement required? What if we go with 2 more cells?
Lithiums instead of NiMH? A little heavier motor? A little
lighter motor? All these questions may be answered with a
few keystrokes. Save every version of the spreadsheet you
might want to consider later. It might even be practical to
devise an adjustable battery mount to accommodate all
your possible battery/motor scenarios, or it might force
you to discount some physically impossible configuration. The Internet is loaded with product weights you can
use to play “what if” even if you don’t have them to put
on your scale.
Once you are through playing “what-if” continue to
refine the spreadsheet as the build continues. For the
Kress Jets A-10 I am building, the battery C.G. came out
roughly 5 inches ahead of the model’s C.G. which put it
mostly ahead of the wing opening. The shape of the
fuselage readily lent itself to two sticks of (7) GP 2200s
which is the desired # of cells we were hoping for. I
constructed a sliding tray so that the batteries could be
inserted from the wing opening and slid forward. This
Peak Charge
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was the first cut per the first spreadsheet below. The material added for the battery tray was all forward of the C.G.
thus contributing a positive moment and lessening the
distance of the battery forward of the C.G. to balance as can
be seen in the 2nd version. However, I purposely made some
slop in the tray to accommodate some movement. Nobody’s
perfect! I’m sure there are still parts I’ve forgotten.

IMPOUND RECRUITERS NEEDED
MWE 2005
WHO: Anyone who goes to the field.
WHEN: At your convenience.
HOW: When you get to the field, place the folder with the signup sheets near the pin
board. At the end of your stay, take the folder with you. Whenever it is convenient, give
me an update by phone, fax, email, or when we are at the field.
SUPPLIES: We will provide:
Signup sheets in a folder
Pen
Note pad

Please contact: Lou Rossé (Rossay)
email clrosse@aol.com
Phone 619-442-2112
Fax 619-442-6866

TRANSMITTER IMPOUND EXPLAINED
The pilot’s number is placed on each transmitter.
Transmitters are stored in numerical order on tables in a sheltered area.
Transmitters are issued to pilots with proper ID, provided there is no frequency conflict.
The Impound Director will explain the duties to the workers.
If you prefer to sit, we have jobs that require no standing or walking.
For more information, or to volunteer your services, please contact:
email clrosse@aol.com
Fax 619-442-6866

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

In Part 2, I’ll explain the wing/power loading
function and how to use the same approach on a scratch
built model.

Kress Jets A-10 Weight and Balance Worksheet

You will need to bring something to hold the folder. (Table, TV tray or chair, etc.)

Lou Rossé (Rossay)
Phone 619-442-2112

I cannot say exactly what will be right for your model.
Options include adding a new access hatch, reshaping the
battery, making the canopy removeable, etc. You also need
to consider the requirements of the other component of the
system. If the batteries take up the fuselage-wing opening,
where does the receiver, servos and speed control fit in?
Also don’t forget that some of these components should not
be close to each other for RF interference reasons.

As you continue to finish the model, reweigh and
recheck the moments of each part. As you integrate
parts (i.e. glue the horizontal and vertical stabs to the
fuselage) recalculate the weight and moment of the
subassemblies following the same rules. You of course
have to delete the entry for components so integrated
into the subassembly to prevent them from being
counted twice. If you forget something, add it. Eventually you’ll get down to just a few components and
finally one : the finished model. You’ll be grinning
from ear to ear when you install the flight batteries in
their calculated, supported position, put your fingers
under the C.G., pick it up and have it balance perfectly!

Peak Charge

Component Name

Fuselage
Rudders/V. Stab
Chin/Nose Plastic
Canopy/frame
Tail Fairing
Nacelles
Nose Strut
Nose Wheel
Main Wheel
Main Strut
Wing
Rud. Elev. Servos
Aileron Servos
Turtle back/wood
Motors
Speed Controls
Receiver
Paint/Décor
Moment w/o Batteries
Batteries
Total Weight (oz)
Wing Area
Stab Area
Surface Area
Surface Loading
Target Power Input
Power Reqd.
12V X 22A X2

Qty Weight Distance
(Gms) to Overall
C.G.
1
271
-1.25
2 8.75
-16
1
4.5
18.5
1
22
13.5
1
5.5
-17.5
2 61.5
-5.75
1 17.5
13.75
1
12
13.75
2
12
-1.38
2
18
-1.38
1
332
-0.5
2 14.25
-3.5
2 14.25
-0.5
1
31
-3.5
2
134
-5.75
2
30
-3
1
28
3
1
4
0

Moment
(in-gms)

-338.75
-280
83.25
297
-96.25
-707.25
240.625
165
-33.12
-49.68
-166
-99.75
-14.25
-108.5
-1541
-180
84
0
-2744.68
1
528 5.19825Balancing
Moment
54.612
362.5in^2
92.625in^2
455.13in^2
17.279oz/ft^2
150(watts input/lb)
511.99watts
???
528

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

Component Name

Qty Weight Distance Moment
(Gms) to Overall (in-gms)
C.G.
Fuselage
1
326
-0.06 -19.56
Rudders/V. Stab
2
8.75
-16
-280
Canopy
1
10.5
13.5 141.75
Nacelles
2
61.5
-5.75 -707.25
Nose Strut
1
17.5
13.75 240.625
Nose Wheel
1
12
13.75
165
Main Wheel
2
12
-1.38 -33.12
Main Strut
2
18
-1.38 -49.68
Wing
1
332
-0.5
-166
Rud. Elev. Servos
2 14.25
-3.5 -99.75
Aileron Servos
2 14.25
-0.5 -14.25
Motors
2
134
-5.75
-1541
Speed Controls
2
30
-3
-180
Receiver
1
28
3
84
Paint/Décor
1
56
0
0
Moment w/o Batteries
-2459.23
Batteries
1
528 4.65764Balancing
Moment
Total Weight (oz)
56.534
Wing Area
362.5in^2
Stab Area
92.625in^2
Surface Area
455.13in^2
Surface Loading
17.887oz/ft^2
Target Power Input
150(watts input/lb)
Power Reqd.
530.01watts
???
12V X 22A X2
528
Scale to Plastic Model
4.4507
Scale to Full Size
(1/X) 16.203

Peak Charge
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Electrifying Flight
This fall, thanks to the efforts of fuel cell
expert James Dunn and his team of volunteer
scientists, engineers, and students, the first airplane
powered by electricity derived from hydrogen fuel
cells will make its maiden flight at the Worcester
Regional Airport in Massachusetts. Though the eplane’s first flight will be powered solely by
batteries (to test the electric drive system), highefficiency fuel cells have already been developed,
and next spring Dunn’s team hopes to see the
airplane, a carbon fiber DynAero Lafayette kitplane,
take off under battery power but cruise on hydrogen
fuel cell power. In two years, the group plans to
develop fuel cells so powerful that the aircraft can
fly 500 miles on the cells alone.
The e-plane will demonstrate the viability of
electric propulsion for aircraft. With only one
moving part— the propeller—an electric airplane
will be quieter and more reliable than
gasoline-powered, piston-driven versions. And a
fuel-cell-powered plane will emit nothing, making it
more environmentally friendly than conventional
aircraft.
Dunn’s team first had to come up with
batteries that weren’t too large or too heavy. Though
lithium ion batteries would have been perfect,

they’re too expensive. Melding technology and
practicality, the team developed a system for
reconfiguring nickel metal hydride batteries from
Prius automobiles recovered from junkyards.
A $400,000 NASA grant funded the
development of the fuel cells. In a mid-project
evaluation, says Dunn, NASA engineers were
amazed by the efficiency and amount of power they
generated. The U.S. Army will conduct high-altitude
testing to make sure the cells perform at 18,000 feet.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute is developing
the “reformer” technology that will allow the aircraft
to fly without a heavy hydrogen tank. Reforming
harvests hydrogen atoms from compounds such as
ammonia, rather than using hydrogen gas. “The
challenge is to make a reformer that’s light enough,
small enough, and reliable enough to be useful in
aviation,” says William Durgin, WPI’s vice president
of research.
News of the e-plane has spread through the
aviation and engineering communities, and the
original group of 20 volunteers has grown to more
than 100. Among the volunteers are several air race
pilots, including former space shuttle astronaut and
pilot Robert “Hoot” Gibson, who will fly the
airplane this fall (see Moments & Milestones, p. 80).
“l think it’s going to raise eyebrows and it’s going to
[make] headlines wherever it goes,” Gibson says.
—Catie Foertsch

HELP WANTED
TRANSMITTER IMPOUND
TIM ATTAWAY, CD
Frank Gagliardi, Impound Director
Friday. Saturday, Sunday - February 18, 19 and 20
Two hour shifts from 7:30 am to 4 pm. - (First shift 7:30-10:00)
Transmitters will be stored in a sheltered area on tables.
AMA cards or their equivalent will be used to handle frequency control.

REWARD
ONE RAFFLE TICKET PER HALF HOUR WORKED
Meet interesting people while supporting your club.
Please contact: Lou Rossé (Rossay)
Phone 619-442-2112

http://www.geocities.com/SanDiegoFunFly/

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego
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email clrosse@aol.com
Fax 619-442-6866
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The cover:

San Diego Electroglide for September
2 October 2004

Skyscape above York, UK, during the F5B/F5D World championships, by David Fee. Airplanes: “clipped
and cropped from airborne shots by J M C Bassett, who also created all the York pictures in the last issue,
including the cover.

01935 472743 (Home)
Tel:
01935 453612 (Work)
Fax:
01935 453600 (Work)
Email:
editor@befa.org.uk
BEFA website: www.befa.org.uk
My website:
www.ef-uk.net
Tel:

J M C Bassett

111 Plantagenet Chase
Yeovil
Somerset
BA20 2PR
UK
BEFA Editor, Webmaster & South West Area Representative
Bill,

Pilot
Pedro Brantuas
Don Wemple
Roger Pedersen
Russ Parks
Bob Anson
Bill Woodfine

Freq.

Model

Toss 1

Toss 2

59
43
55
36
31
32

Lil Bird II
Lil Bird 2M
Pulsar 2000M
Last Down II
Ascent
Filip V

74
43
30
3
0
15

55
47
40
38
39
0

I’ ve enclosed the source files as well as the composite in case they are of use.

SEFSD Book, Video and DVD List
Electric Motor Handbook
Entering Electrics
Foam Wings
The Quiet Revolution
RC Airplane Finishing & Detailing
RCAirplane Building Techniques
RC Airplane Workshop Secrets
Also Available: Some back issues of
S&E Modeler Magazine

Video Title
1994 KRC Electric Fly
1996 KRC Electric Fly
1997 KRC Electric Fly
1996 London Bridge Seaplane
Classic
1996 NATS Highlights
2000 San Diego Midwinter Electrics
Advanced Kit Conversions
Airborne R/C Video (Fred Harris)
Airplane ( Joe Wurts )
Airforce Top Gun
A Celebration of Eagles

Silent Electric Flyers of San Diego

189
138
120
76
65
29

Open Electroglide for September

As of August 1, 2004

Basic Construction for Beginners
Building with Foam
Byron Originals show season 1985
Desert Storm/ Tornado
Double Eagle
Electric Jet Factory
Electric Flight ( Building & Flying )
Electric Flight & Schneider Cup
Electrifying the FANTASY (Vol. III)
F-16 Falcon
Float Flying – John Sullivan
Gas to Electric Conversions
Learn How to Build a Power Airplane
Let’s Get Serious About Electric
Flight
Mini-Max Power Gliders
Monokote I
Monokote A
Neat 2001+
Power for Performance Electric
Flight
Schneider Sport Electric
T-Birds
U.S. Air Core Basic Building Tips

60
48
50
35
26
14

Total

Pedro Brantuas, having gotten to the SEFSD Field in plenty of time on this Saturday, had three
excellent flights, scoring landing points on each -- a 20 and two 10s! As I remember, this is the
first time that all three landings of a single contestant scored bonus points!
Good flying, Pedro!
We didn’t have the thermals for this Saturday’s Electroglide that we’ve had in the past. A bit of
zero sink, however, stretched the longest flight to 8 minutes, 55 seconds (Again, Pedro!)
Still not too bad with only a $10, Speed 400 motor with a 60 second motor run!

With compliments

Book Title

Toss 3

Vacuum Bagging tips
Warbirds over Schenectady
Wring it Out ( Vol. 1 )
Wring it Out ( Vol. 2 )
Mid-Winter Electrics 2002
Mid-America Electric Fly In, July
2001
Six Minutes of Pure Fun
NEAT Fair 2002
Triad E Fly
Joe Nall 2002
Diablotin, Ferat-MORE
Hacker Brushless Motors

Pilot
Dave Kemper
Pedro Brantuas
Don Wemple
Russ Parks
Roger Pedersen

Freq.
37
59
43
55

Model

Toss 1

Topaz
Lil Bird II
Astro Challenger
Apex
Mistral

97
70
30
33
31

Toss 2
68
30
30
24
31

Toss 3
69
DNC
39
17
0

Total
234
100
99
74
62

We had a preview of Dave Kemper’s great new ship, the Topaz. This is a BIG bird -- at least
2 1/2 meters in span, ailerons, flaps, etc. etc. And what a performer!!! It seemed to hang on
nothing as evidenced by three flights of 14:29, 9:20 and the last of 11:27 (I think that he just

Pro Aero Tow
Secrets of Thermals
Endless Lift III
Just Want to Fly
Airshow 2 (2001 MWE)
Composite Molding and Vacuum
Bagging Construction Techniques.

Peak Charge
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